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Microsoft Power BI – Let your data tell stories
Humans can remember stories better than facts. It is easy for us to recognize the meaning of a story and to derive new
courses of action from it. Stories are hidden in most of our data. With Microsoft Power BI you can make the stories of
your data readable. Microsoft Power BI is an interactive picture book that brings your data to life.

Store raw data of all kinds
Use inexpensive, arbitrarily scalable data storage to
provide large amounts of raw data of all formats
for analysis and pattern recognition in one place.

Create suitable data models
Provide your departments and AI systems with the
pre-structured, required portion of all existing data
and load the data completely into memory for very
fast access.

Achieve one version of the truth
Combine and clean your raw data. Compile perfect
data from it into a SQL database or Azure Synapse
and gain comparable evaluations and reliable AI
insights.
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Build a data estate yourself
With our data warehouse automation tool, your
team creates all components of the modern data
estate without having to know the associated tools
and programming languages.

Use tailor-made connectivity
TimeXtender offers optimized connections for a
range of EPR and CRM systems and more than 200
different C-Data interfaces at no extra cost.

Benefit of proven concepts
We have already successfully implemented many
projects with sometimes very complex software
landscapes. We are happy to share our experience
and our templates with you.

Find correlations and reasons
Like the detective in a mystery novel, AI connects
the different storylines of our data to understand
the past. With a complete chain of evidence, any
case can be solved.

Know what is to come
Like a philosopher, ML deduces the future from the
observed past. The better the observed data, the
more accurate the prediction.

Training and Coaching
We teach your team how to successfully establish
BI and AI in your company. Essential core contents
are project management, requirements definition,
technical setup and application development.

KPIs and dashboard design
Our high qualified management consultants help
your employees to establish a data culture in your
company so that you can design KPIs and
dashboards on your own.

Professionals at your service
We are happy to assist you with our experienced
staff for your BI or AI project. For example, as
support, for subtasks or for your whole project.

Share your data models
TimeXtender generates specialized models for
Power BI, Qlik or Tableau from data models
created once, if required. This allows the same
business logic to be used multiple times.

Show your data as you like
A modern data estate provide perfect data for any
analysis. The selection of the visualization tool is
independent of this. Several applications are often
used at the same time.

Modern Data Estate
State of the art Business Intelligence

Transfer data automatically
Copy your required raw data of all formats and
data sources from your individual storage
locations to a central data repository on a
scheduled basis.


